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Cross border cooperation between border libraries in North Russia and North Norway 

 

The Norwegian border town to Russia, Kirkenes, is located in the European Arctic. 

Kirkenes has since the signing of the Kirkenes declaration, the Barents Euro Arctic 

Cooperation, back in 1993, been one of the core points for cross border cooperation in the 

high north. The town has hosted a number of cross border cooperation events. 

 

The Norwegian-Russian border is characterized by peace and cooperation on many 

levels. Border libraries were among the first many joint projects. Border cooperation 

between libraries is especially the twin city of Nikel, Pechenga in Russia and Kirkenes, 

South - Varanger in Norway. 

 

The border has become a cultural meeting place.  It is important since the introduction of 

border zone this year in the border region.  Border inhabitants in Russia and Norway can 

now visit each other without a visa. 

 

Already in 1994 we hired our first Russian librarian. There are now two Russian librarians 

in our library. It is one of many reasons for our success. 

 

Our Russian-language collection and documentation of Russia is of current interest, which 

is used by both public and several libraries all over the country. We buy books and media 

directly in Russia (Murmansk mostly).We provide special services to public libraries in 

Finnmark and Troms counties. 

 

At conferences, exhibitions, lectures, author events and audience-participation, will border 

libraries build bridges and become meeting places and social arena.  

Our border history is little known. Now it is a lot of research and pioneering work in the 

field. This takes place both in Norway and Russia, and is a research project carried out by 

the college in Finnmark and Barents Institute.  

 



South - Varanger library participate both with their own stories and work with amateurs and 

professionals. There is little documentation on the theme.    

 

We especially want to present the children´s view of life in our border area. The library 

collaborates with art school in Nikel. Many exhibitions are illustrations from well-known 

Norwegian and Russian children's books. The children´s library in the city of Murmansk, is 

well known for its extensive project with handmade books created by children and young 

people. Norway, Sweden , Finland, France and Italy are cooperating. 

 

Every year we make a gingerbread town in the main library. Kindergartens, schools and 

various institutions are involved. Last year's theme: South –Varanger ; a  border 

municipality. For the first time attended our partners from Russia and Finland with beautiful 

buildings of the city. The appointed mayor was our boundary commissioner. Both the 

Russian General Consul and the Finnish Honorary Consul attended. A funny happening at 

the end of the year Russian television covered the event later. 

 

Our close border history and future possibilities is presented and discussed in a 

multicultural population. South - Varanger library has been doing cross-border cooperation 

more than twenty years. We are an institution that is often mentioned when talking about 

cross-border cooperation and experience. 


